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An Analytic Center Cutting Plane Method to
Determine Complete Positivity of a Matrix
Riley Badenbroek, Etienne de Klerk
Tilburg University, r.m.badenbroek@tilburguniversity.edu, e.deklerk@tilburguniversity.edu

We propose an analytic center cutting plane method to determine if a matrix is completely positive, and
return a cut that separates it from the completely positive cone if not. This was stated as an open (computational) problem by Berman, Dür, and Shaked-Monderer [Electronic Journal of Linear Algebra, 2015].
Our method optimizes over the intersection of a ball and the copositive cone, where membership is determined by solving a mixed-integer linear program suggested by Xia, Vera, and Zuluaga [INFORMS Journal
on Computing, 2018]. Thus, our algorithm can, more generally, be used to solve any copositive optimization
problem, provided one knows the radius of a ball containing an optimal solution. Numerical experiments
show that the number of oracle calls (matrix copositivity checks) for our implementation scales well with
the matrix size, growing roughly like O(d2 ) for d × d matrices. The method is implemented in Julia, and
available at https://github.com/rileybadenbroek/CopositiveAnalyticCenter.jl.
Key words : copositive optimization; analytic center cutting plane method; completely positive matrices

1.

Introduction

We define the completely positive cone CP d ⊂ Sd as
CP d := {BB > : B ≥ 0, B ∈ Rd×k for some k},
where Sd denotes the space of real symmetric d × d matrices. Completely positive matrices
play an important role in optimization. For instance, by a theorem of Motzkin and Straus
(1965) (see also De Klerk and Pasechnik (2002)), the stability number of a graph can be
formulated as an optimization problem with linear objective and linear constraints over
the completely positive cone (or its dual cone). A seminal result by Burer (2009) shows
that – under mild assumptions – binary quadratic problems can also be reformulated as
1
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optimization problems over the completely positive cone. Other applications build on the
work by Kemperman and Skibinsky (1992), who found that
Z

>
d
xx dµ(x) : µ is a finite-valued nonnegative measure supported on R+ = CP d .
This equality has spawned a large number of applications in distributionally robust optimization, e.g. Natarajan et al. (2011) and Kong et al. (2013) (see Li et al. (2014) for a
survey).
One advantage of these reformulations is that they transform hard problems into linear
optimization problems over a proper cone, which allow them to benefit from the (duality)
theory of convex optimization. The difficulty in such problems is essentially moved to
the conic constraint. It is therefore unsurprising that even testing whether a matrix is
completely positive is NP-hard, cf. Dickinson and Gijben (2014). Several approaches to
this testing problem exist in the literature.
Jarre and Schmallowsky (2009) propose an augmented primal-dual method that provides
a certificate if C ∈ CP d by solving a sequence of second-order cone problems. However,
their algorithm converges slowly if C is on the boundary of CP d , and the regularization
they propose to solve this is computationally expensive.
An obvious way to verify that C is completely positive is to find a factorization C = BB >
where B ≥ 0. Several authors have done this for specific matrix structures, see Dickinson
and Dür (2012), Bomze (2018), and the references therein. For general matrices, factorization methods have been proposed by Nie (2014), and Sponsel and Dür (2014), but these
methods do not perform well on bigger matrices. Groetzner and Dür (2018) develop an
alternating projection scheme that does scale well, but is not guaranteed to find a factorization for a given completely positive matrix. The method struggles in particular for matrices
near the boundary of the completely positive cone. Another heuristic method based on
projection is given by Elser (2017). Sikirić et al. (2020) can find a rational factorization
whenever it exists, although the running time is hard to predict.
To actually optimize over the completely positive cone is even harder. Bomze et al.
(2011) suggest a factorization heuristic with promising numerical performance. A more
naive approach to solving completely positive optimization problems is to replace the
cone CP d with a tractable outer approximation, such as the cone of doubly nonnegative
matrices (i.e. the symmetric positive semidefinite matrices with nonnegative elements). If
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the problem over this outer approximation has an optimal solution C, one would not only
like to check if C ∈ CP d , but also to generate a cut that separates C from CP d if C ∈
/ CP d .
After adding the cut to the relaxation, the relaxation may be re-solved, hopefully yielding
a better solution (this scheme is mentioned in e.g. Sponsel and Dür (2014) and Berman
et al. (2015)).
Burer and Dong (2013) proposed a method to generate such a cut for 5 × 5 matrices.
Sponsel and Dür (2014) suggested an algorithm based on simplicial partition. Nevertheless,
finding a cutting plane for the completely positive matrices is still listed as an open problem
by Berman et al. (2015).
Our approach will optimize over the dual cone of CP d (with respect to the trace inner
product h·, ·i), which is known as the copositive cone. This cone is defined as
COP d := {X ∈ Sd : y > Xy ≥ 0 for all y ∈ Rd+ }.
It is well known that C ∈ CP d if and only if hC, Xi ≥ 0 for all X ∈ COP d . Hence, minimizing
hC, Xi over X ∈ COP d should give us an answer to the question if C ∈ CP d or not, and if
not, we immediately have an X ∈ COP d that induces a valid cut.
It should be noted that determining if a matrix X lies in COP d is co-NP-complete, see
Murty and Kabadi (1987). The classical copositivity test is due to Gaddum (1958), but his
procedure requires performing a test for all principal minors of a matrix, which does not
scale well to larger d. Nie et al. (2018) have proposed an algorithm based on semidefinite
programming that terminates in finite time, although the actual computation time is hard
to predict. Anstreicher (2020) shows that copositivity can be tested by solving a mixedinteger linear program (MILP), building on work by Dickinson (2019). See Hiriart-Urruty
and Seeger (2010) for a review of the properties of copositive matrices.
Our chosen method of testing if a matrix X is copositive is the same as in Badenbroek
and de Klerk (2019), which is similar to Anstreicher’s. Our method also solves an MILP,
and also generates a y ≥ 0 such that y > Xy < 0 if X is not copositive. The main difference
is that our method derives from Xia et al. (2018) instead of Dickinson (2019).
Several approaches to copositive optimization exist in the literature. Bundfuss and Dür
(2008, 2009) use polyhedral inner and outer approximations based on simplicial partitions
that are refined in regions interesting to the optimization. Hierarchies of inner approximations of the copositive cone are proposed by Parrilo (2000), De Klerk and Pasechnik (2002)
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(see also Bomze and De Klerk (2002)) and Peña et al. (2007). Yıldırım (2012) proposes
polyhedral outer approximations of the copositive cone, and analyzes the gap to the inner
approximations by De Klerk and Pasechnik. Lasserre (2014) proposes a spectrahedral hierarchy of outer approximations of COP d . Perhaps most closely related to our work is the
cutting-plane approach by Anstreicher et al. (2017), although they do not report computational results for their algorithms, and use a different separation oracle for the copositive
cone. Their main analysis concerns an ellipsoid method requiring a polynomial number
of iterations, but they also suggest volumetric center and analytic center cutting plane
methods as alternatives. They expect those last two methods to outperform the ellipsoid
method in practice, and we present evidence in that direction in Section 3.
Our approach to optimize over the copositive cone is to use an analytic center cutting
plane method. Therefore, it is convenient to use a simple polyhedral outer approximation
of the copositive cone: {X ∈ Sd : y > Xy ≥ 0 ∀y ∈ Y}, where Y ⊂ Rd+ is a finite set of vectors.
These vectors will be generated by performing the copositivity check for some matrix X,
and if it turns out there exists a y ≥ 0 such that y > Xy < 0, this y is added to Y.
Analytic center cutting plane methods were first introduced by Goffin and Vial (1993)
(see Goffin and Vial (2002) for a survey by the same authors, or Boyd et al. (2011)). The
advantage of analytic center cutting plane methods is that the number of iterations scales
reasonably with the problem dimension. For instance, Goffin et al. (1996) find that the
number of iterations is O∗ (n2 /2 ), where n is the number of variables,  is the desired
accuracy, and O∗ ignores polylogarithmic terms. In every iteration of our algorithm, the
main computational effort is solving an MILP whose size does not change throughout the
algorithm’s run.
We describe our method in detail Section 2 and conduct numerical experiments in Section
3.
Notation

Throughout this work, we use the Euclidean inner product on Rn , and the trace inner
product h·, ·i on Sd . For some vector x ∈ Rn with all elements unequal to 0, and some
h
i>
integer i ∈ Z, let xi := xi1 · · · xin .
Since Sd is isomorphic to Rd(d+1)/2 , we can also consider our optimization over COP d
as an optimization over Rd(d+1)/2 . To do that, we follow the convention from Julia’s
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MathOptInterface package, which (implicitly) uses the following vectorization operator
on X = [Xij ] ∈ Sd :
h
:=
svec(X)
X11

X12

X22

X13

X23

· · · Xdd

i>

,

i.e. svec(X) contains the upper triangular part of the matrix. Let smat : Rd(d+1)/2 → Sd be
the inverse of svec, and let smat∗ : Sd → Rd(d+1)/2 be the adjoint of smat.
The problem we will look at for some fixed C ∈ Sd is
min{hC, Xi : k svec(X)k2 ≤ 1, X ∈ COP d }.
X

(1)

If X ∈ COP d is an optimal solution to (1), then C ∈ CP d if and only if hC, Xi ≥ 0.

2.

An Analytic Center Cutting Plane Method

Analytic center cutting plane methods can be used to solve optimization problems of the
form
inf {c> x : x ∈ X ⊆ Rn },
x

(2)

where c ∈ Rn and X is a nonempty, bounded, convex set for which we know a separation
oracle. In other words, given some point x ∈ Rn , one should be able to determine if x ∈ X
or not, and moreover, if x ∈
/ X , we must be able to generate a halfspace H such that X ⊆ H
but x ∈
/ H.
The idea behind analytic center cutting plane methods is to maintain a tractable outer
approximation of the optimal set of (2). Then, in every iteration k, one approximates the
analytic center xk of this set. One of two things will happen:
 xk does not lie in X . In this case, use a separating hyperplane to remove xk from the

outer approximation of the feasible set.
 xk lies in X . Since xk is feasible for (2), any optimal solution must have an objective

value that is at least as good as hc, xk i. Any optimal solution will therefore lie in the
halfspace {x ∈ Rn : hc, xi ≤ hc, xk i}, and one may thus restrict the outer approximation to
this halfspace.
The constraint kxk2 ≤ 1 from (1) will be included in our outer approximation explicitly.
Hence, there are three remaining questions we have to answer before we can solve (1):
1. How will we generate separating hyperplanes for the constraint smat(x) ∈ COP d ?
2. How do we compute the analytic center of the outer approximation?
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3. How can one prune constraints that do not have a large influence on the location of
the analytic center?
These three questions will be answered in Sections 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, respectively. Then,
we state our algorithm in Section 2.4 and make some remarks concerning its complexity
in Section 2.5.
2.1.

Generating Cuts

The first question we will answer is how to generate separating hyperplanes for the copositive cone. Note that X ∈ Sd is copositive if and only if
min{y > Xy : e> y = 1, y ≥ 0},

(3)

y

where e is the all-ones vector, is nonnegative. It was shown by Xia et al. (2018) that the
value of (3) is equal to the optimal value of the mixed-integer linear program

















min − µ

y,z,µ,ν

subject to Xy + µe − ν = 0
e> y = 1
0 ≤ yi ≤ zi

∀i = 1, ..., d

0 ≤ νi ≤ 2d(1 − zi ) max |Xkl | ∀i = 1, ..., d
k,l

zi ∈ {0, 1}

∀i = 1, ..., d,

(4)

















and that any optimal y from (4) is also an optimal solution for (3). If the optimal value
of (4) is nonnegative, then X is copositive. If the optimal value of (4) is negative, then an
optimal solution y ≥ 0 from (4) admits the halfspace H = {X 0 ∈ Sd : y > X 0 y ≥ 0} such that
COP d ⊂ H but X ∈
/ H. Note that this method was also used in Badenbroek and de Klerk
(2019).
As noted in Section 1, there are alternative methods to test matrix copositivity. The
method by Gaddum (1958) is already outperformed by the above method for the 6 × 6
matrices in our test set, and our MILP method scales considerably better. The method by
Nie et al. (2018) can also become too slow for our purposes at moderate matrix dimensions.
A recent method by Anstreicher (2020) also solves an MILP, which we expect to perform
similar to (4).
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In theory, we can therefore determine if a matrix is copositive by solving one MILP.
In practice however, a solver may return a solution (ŷ, ẑ, µ̂, ν̂) to (4) where ŷ > ν̂ > 0. This
is problematic because the variable νi in (4) corresponds to the Lagrange multiplier for
the constraint yi ≥ 0 from (3), and therefore any solution (ŷ, ẑ, µ̂, ν̂) to (4) should satisfy
ŷ > ν̂ = 0. Due to numerical tolerances, this condition is not always met in practice. A solver
may return a solution with ẑ ∈
/ {0, 1}d , which mostly seems to occur if X has low rank (or
is close to a low rank matrix). To find the optimal solution to (4) if this occurs, we fix z
to the element-wise rounded value Round(ẑ) of ẑ. If the resulting problem is still feasible,
we can compare its complementary solution with the solution to (4) under the additional
restriction that z ∈ {0, 1}d \ {Round(ẑ)}, and return the best of these two solutions. If
the constraint z = Round(ẑ) does make the problem infeasible, we know that any optimal
solution will have z ∈ {0, 1}d \ {Round(ẑ)}. The details of this procedure are given in
Algorithm 1, where val(M) denotes the objective value of the optimal solution returned
by the solver when solving the model M.
2.2.

Approximating the Analytic Center

Now that we saw how to generate cuts for the copositive cone, we turn our attention to
the second question: how to approximate the analytic center of our outer approximation.
For the sake of concreteness, let us suppose the convex body Q for which we want to
approximate the analytic center is the intersection of a ball and a polyhedron, i.e.

Q = x ∈ Rn : kxk2 ≤ r2 , a>
i x ≤ bi ∀i = 1, ..., m ,

(5)

>
where a>
1 , ..., am are the rows of a matrix A, and b := (b1 , ..., bm ). The analytic center of Q

is the optimal solution x to the problem
(
inf
x

− log(r2 − kxk2 ) −

m
X

)
log(bi − a>
i x) .

(6)

i=1

It is well known that self-concordant barrier functions only have an analytic center when
their domain is bounded (see e.g. (Renegar 2001, Corollary 2.3.6)). This is why we use the
upper bound r on kxk. Of course, a more traditional solution would be to ensure that the
linear constraints Ax ≤ b describe a bounded set. We decided against this for reasons of
numerical stability (more details in Section 2.5).
Since the objective function in (6) can only be evaluated at x where kxk2 < r2 and
Ax < b, we will use an infeasible-start Newton method to solve (6). Similar to (Boyd et al.
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Algorithm 1 Method for testing copositivity or finding deep cuts
Input: Matrix X ∈ Sd which we want to test for copositivity.
1:

function TestCopositive(X)

2:

Let M refer to the model (4) with input X

3:

(ŷ, ẑ, µ̂, ν̂) ← SolveModel(M)

4:

if ŷ > X ŷ ≥ 0 then

5:

return true

6:
7:

. Returns true if X is copositive

else

. Returns a deep cut if X is not copositive:

b ∈ Sd : ŷ > X
b ŷ ≥ 0} . A halfspace H such that COP d ⊆ H but X ∈
return {X
/H

8:

end if

9:

end function

10:

. See Line 10

function SolveModel(M, u = +∞)

11:

Let (ŷ, ẑ, µ̂, ν̂) be the solution to the model M returned by the solver

12:

if ŷ > ν̂ > 0 and val(M) < u then

15:

Let M be the model M with the added constraint z = Round(ẑ)
P
Let M0 be the model M with the added constraint
i:Round(ẑi )=0 zi +
P
i:Round(ẑi )=1 (1 − zi ) ≥ 1
if M is feasible then

16:

Compute the optimal solution to M, and SolveModel(M0 , val(M)) if

17:

M0 is feasible
return the solution with the best objective value out of these two

13:
14:

18:

else
return SolveModel(M0 )

19:
20:
21:
22:

end if
else
return the solution (ŷ, ẑ, µ̂, ν̂)

23:

end if

24:

end function

2011, Section 2), one can reformulate the problem of computing the analytic center of Q
as

(
inf

x,d,s

− log(d) −

m
X
i=1

)
2

2

log(si ) : d ≤ r − kxk , s ≤ b − Ax ,

(7)
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which has Lagrangian
L(x, d, s, κ, λ) = − log(d) −

m
X

log(si ) + κ(d − r2 + kxk2 ) + λ> (s − b + Ax),

i=1

with gradient


2κx + A> λ


 −d−1 + κ


−1
∇L(x, d, s, κ, λ) = 
 −s + λ

 d − r2 + kxk2

s − b + Ax






.





(8)

For the sake of completeness, let us show that it suffices to compute a stationary point of
the Lagrangian.
m
>
Proposition 1. Let A ∈ Rm×n have rows a>
1 , ..., am , and let b ∈ R , and r > 0. Let Q

be as defined in (5), and assume that it has nonempty interior. Then, x∗ is the analytic
center of Q if and only if there exist d∗ , s∗ , κ∗ , λ∗ > 0 such that ∇L(x∗ , d∗ , s∗ , κ∗ , λ∗ ) = 0.
Proof. Because Q is nonempty and bounded, it has an analytic center, and problem
(7) has an optimal solution. Since (7) is convex, a feasible solution (x∗ , d∗ , s∗ ) is optimal if
and only if it satisfies the KKT conditions: there should exist κ∗ , λ∗ such that



>

2κ
x
+
A
λ
∗ 

 ∗ ∗






 −d−1 + κ  = 0


∗


∗







−1


−s∗ + λ∗





κ∗ (d∗ − r2 + kx∗ k2 ) = 0


λ>

∗ (s∗ − b + Ax∗ ) = 0






d∗ ≤ r2 − kx∗ k2







s∗ ≤ b − Ax∗





κ , λ ≥ 0.
∗
∗
−1
Since κ∗ = d−1
∗ > 0 and λ∗ = s∗ > 0, the claim follows.
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The first order approximation for the Lagrangian shows


∆x





 ∆d 




2

∇L(x + ∆x, d + ∆d, s + ∆s, κ + ∆κ, λ + ∆λ) ≈ ∇L(x, d, s, κ, λ) + ∇ L(x, d, s, κ, λ) ∆s 
,


 ∆κ 


∆λ
(9)
which means we can solve a linear system to find the Newton step (∆x, ∆d, ∆s, ∆κ, ∆λ)
with which we can approximate a stationary point of L. Next, we

2κI
0
0
2x

 0
d−2
0
1


∇2 L(x, d, s, κ, λ) = 
0 Diag(s−2 ) 0
 0

 2x>
1
0
0

A

0

I

0

find that

A>

0 


I 
.

0 


(10)

0

Thus, if we substitute the expressions (8) and (10) in (9), we see that the Newton step
should satisfy


2κx + A> λ


 −d−1 + κ


−1
0=
 −s + λ

 d − r2 + kxk2

s − b + Ax





2κI

 
  0
 
 
+ 0
 
 
  2x>
 
A

0

0

2x

d−2

0

1

0

Diag(s−2 )

0

1

0

0

0

I

0

A>



∆x





 ∆d 
0 






I  ∆s 
.




0 
 ∆κ 
0
∆λ

(11)

We could solve this system directly, but it is more efficient to note that the last conditions
imply





∆κ





∆λ


∆d






∆s

= −κ + d−1 − d−2 ∆d
= −λ + s−1 − Diag(s−2 )∆s
2

2

(12)

>

= −d + r − kxk − 2x ∆x
= −s + b − Ax − A∆x

which means the entire Newton step can be expressed in terms of ∆x. The first n equations
of the Newton system (11) are thus
−2κx − A> λ = 2κ∆x + 2x∆κ + A> ∆λ
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= 2κ∆x + 2x[d−1 − κ − d−2 ∆d] + A> [s−1 − λ − Diag(s−2 )∆s]
= 2κ∆x + 2x[d−1 − κ − d−2 (−d + r2 − kxk2 − 2x> ∆x)]
+ A> [s−1 − λ − Diag(s−2 )(−s + b − Ax − A∆x)]
or equivalently,


4 >
r2 − kxk2 − 2d
>
−2
2κI + 2 xx + A Diag(s )A ∆x =
2x + A> Diag(s−2 )(b − Ax − 2s).
d
d2
(13)
After solving this system for ∆x, we can compute the other components of the Newton
step through equations (12). Now that it is clear how one can compute the Newton step
for problem (7), we propose Algorithm 2 to solve (7).
Let us make a few observations about this algorithm. First, note that if κ > 0, the matrix
2κI + 4d−2 xx> + A> Diag(s−2 )A is positive definite, and hence invertible. Thus, as long as
κ > 0, the system (13) will have a (unique) solution ∆x.
Second, the value for t in Line 10 of Algorithm 2 is chosen such that after the update, d,
s, and κ will all remain positive. In principle, the value 0.9 could be replaced by any real
number from (0, 1). Note that we are not requiring that λ remains positive in all iterations:
numerical evidence suggests that the method is more likely to succeed if some elements of
λ are allowed to be negative in some iterations. Nevertheless, Algorithm 2 only returns a
success status if the final λ is nonnegative.
Third, the algorithm returns the current solution x with success status in two cases.
In either case, the current solution should approximately be a stationary point of the
Lagrangian, i.e. the norm of ∇L(x, d, s, κ, λ) has to be small, and we should have λ ≥ 0.
Moreover, one of the following conditions should hold:
1. Updating the point by adding t times the Newton step leads to a larger norm of the
Lagrangian gradient. In this case, taking the step does not improve the solution. Since the
current point is already approximately a stationary point, this solution is returned;
2. We are in iteration kmax . Since the current point is approximately a stationary point,
this solution is returned.
The reason to continue taking Newton steps even if the norm of the Lagrangian’s gradient
is small is that Newton’s method converges very rapidly when the current point is near
the optimum. By running just a few more iterations, we get a solution with much higher
accuracy.
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Algorithm 2 Infeasible start Newton method for (7)
Input: Convex body Q = {x ∈ Rn : kxk2 ≤ r2 , Ax ≤ b}, where A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm ; starting point x0 ∈ Rn ; maximum number of iterations jmax = 50; gradient norm tolerance
δ = 10−8 .
1:

function AnalyticCenter(Q, x0 )

5:

j ← 1

r2 − kx0 k2 if r2 − kxk2 > 0
d0 ←

1
otherwise


bi − a> x if bi − a> x > 0
i
i
(s0 )i ←

1
otherwise
κ0 ← −1

6:

λ0 ← 0

7:

while j ≤ jmax do

2:

3:

4:

for all i = 1, ..., m

8:

Compute ∆xj from (13)

9:

Compute (∆dj , ∆sj , ∆κj , ∆λj ) from (12)

10:

tj ← min{1, 0.9 × sup{t ≥ 0 : dj + t∆dj ≥ 0, sj + t∆sj ≥ 0, κj + t∆κj ≥ 0}}

11:

gj (t) := k∇L(xj + t∆xj , dj + t∆dj , sj + t∆sj , κj + t∆κj , λj + t∆λj )k

12:

if gj (0) ≤ δ and λj ≥ 0 and (gj (tj ) ≥ gj (0) or j = jmax ) then

13:

return xj with success status

14:

end if

15:

j ←j +1

16:

end while

17:

return xj with failure status

18:

end function

Finally, compared to the algorithm in (Boyd et al. 2011, Section 2), Algorithm 2 does not
use backtracking line search. The reason is that for problem (7), the norm of the Lagrangian
gradient does not seem to decrease monotonically during the algorithm’s run. In fact, the
norm of this gradient usually first decreases to the order 100 , then increases slightly to the
order 101 , before decreasing rapidly to the order 10−8 . If one does backtracking line search
on t to ensure that in every iteration the norm of the gradient decreases, the values of t
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can become very small (say, of the order 10−9 ). Then, the number of iterations required to
achieve convergence would be impractically large.
2.3.

Pruning Constraints

The next question we should answer is how we can prune constraints from our outer
approximation (5). Pruning is often used to reduce the number of constraints defining the
outer approximation, which keeps the computational effort per iteration stable. Moreover,
the linear system (13) will quickly become ill-conditioned if no constraints are dropped.
The idea we use is the same as in (Boyd et al. 2011, Section 3): denote the barrier of
which we compute the analytic center by
Φ(x) := − log(r2 − kxk2 ) −

m
X

log(bi − a>
i x).

(14)

i=1

Since Φ is self-concordant, the Dikin ellipsoid around the analytic center of Φ is contained
in Q, i.e.
{x ∈ Rn : (x − x∗ )> ∇2 Φ(x∗ )(x − x∗ ) ≤ 1} ⊆ Q,

(15)

where x∗ is the minimizer of Φ and
m

∇2 Φ(x∗ ) =

X
2
4
1
>
I
+
x
x
a a> .
+
∗
∗
>
2 i i
r2 − kx∗ k2
(r2 − kx∗ k2 )2
(b
−
a
x
)
i
i ∗
i=1

Moreover, it will be shown at the end of this section that for our outer approximation Q
it holds that
Q ⊆ {x ∈ Rn : (x − x∗ )> ∇2 Φ(x∗ )(x − x∗ ) ≤ (m + 2)2 }.

(16)

Hence, following Boyd et al. (2011), we define the relevance measure
bi − a>
i x∗
ηi := p
,
2 Φ(x )−1 a
a>
∇
∗
i
i

(17)

for all linear constraints i = 1, ..., m.
For any i, let us first show that ηi ≥ 1. To this end, note that
1
x = x∗ + p
∇2 Φ(x∗ )−1 ai
> 2
−1
ai ∇ Φ(x∗ ) ai
p
>
2
−1
a>
lies in Q by (15), and therefore bi ≥ a>
i x = ai x∗ +
i ∇ Φ(x∗ ) ai . Hence, ηi ≥ 1 by (17).
Moreover, we can show that if ηi ≥ m + 2, the corresponding constraint is certainly
redundant. For any x ∈ Rn such that (x − x∗ )> ∇2 Φ(x∗ )(x − x∗ ) ≤ (m + 2)2 , we have
q
> 2

>
>
2
1/2
−1/2
>
2
−1
ai x = ai x∗ + ∇ Φ(x∗ ) (x − x∗ )
∇ Φ(x∗ )
ai ≤ ai x∗ + (m + 2) a>
i ∇ Φ(x∗ ) ai ,
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by Cauchy-Schwarz. When ηi ≥ m + 2, we therefore find that a>
i x ≤ bi . Since this inequality
holds for the ellipsoid that contains Q by (16), it follows that a>
i x ≤ bi is redundant.
With this in mind, we propose Algorithm 3 to prune constraints from Q. Note that the
ball constraint kxk2 ≤ r2 is never pruned.
Algorithm 3 A pruning method for the intersection of a ball and a polyhedron
Input: Convex body Q = {x ∈ Rn : kxk2 ≤ r2 , Ax ≤ b}, where A ∈ Rm×n and b ∈ Rm ;
analytic center x∗ of Q; maximum number of linear inequalities mmax = 4n.
1:
2:

function Prune(Q, x∗ )
if m > n then

3:

Compute ηi as in (17) for i = 1, ..., m

4:

Remove all constraints a>
i x ≤ bi with ηi ≥ m + 2 from Q

5:

if Q still contains more than mmax linear inequalities then
Remove the constraints a>
i x ≤ bi with the largest values of ηi from Q such

6:

7:

that mmax remain
end if

8:

end if

9:

return Q

10:

end function

As an alternative, one might consider dropping m − mmax constraints, possibly keeping
some redundant constraints. The reason we do not adopt this strategy is that we noticed
Algorithm 3 leads to slightly better numerical performance on our test sets.
We finish this section with a proof of the relation (16), which can be seen as an application
of the theory by Nesterov and Nemirovskii (1994).
>
m
Proposition 2. Let A ∈ Rm×n have rows a>
1 , ..., am , and let b ∈ R , and r > 0. Let Q

be as defined in (5), and assume that it has nonempty interior. Define Φ as in (14), and
let x∗ be the minimizer of Φ. Then, for any x ∈ dom Φ, we have
(x − x∗ )> ∇2 Φ(x∗ )(x − x∗ ) ≤ (m + 2)2 .
Proof. Define the barrier function
2

2

f (t, x̃, s) := − log(t − kx̃k ) −

m
X
i=1

log(si ),
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whose domain is a symmetric cone. The complexity value ϑ of f (see Section 2.3.1 in
Renegar (2001)) satisfies ϑ ≤ m + 1. Note that any x ∈ dom Φ if and only if (r, x, b −
Ax) ∈ dom f . We will first show that the gradient of f at (r, x∗ , b − Ax∗ ) is orthogonal to
(r, x, b − Ax) − (r, x∗ , b − Ax∗ ) = (0, x − x∗ , A(x∗ − x)). The claim will then follow from a
property of symmetric cones.
The gradient of f is


−2t/(t2 − kx̃k2 )





2
2

∇f (t, x̃, s) := 
 2x/(t − kx̃k ) ,
−s−1
so it follows that




0

>


∇f (r, x∗ , b − Ax∗ ) 

m
X
 2x>
a>
i (x∗ − x)
 = ∗ (x − x∗ ) −
.

2
2
r − kx∗ k
bi − a> x∗

x − x∗

i=1

A(x∗ − x)

(18)

i

Because x∗ is the minimizer of the convex function Φ, we have
m

0 = ∇Φ(x∗ ) =

X
2
1
x
+
ai ,
∗
>
r2 − kx∗ k2
b
−
a
x
i
∗
i
i=1

which implies that (18) is zero. Therefore, Theorem 3.5.9 in Renegar (2001) shows that
>



0





x − x∗



0

 2

 ∇ f (r, x∗ , b − Ax∗ )



x − x∗



 ≤ ϑ2 ,


(19)

A(x∗ − x)

A(x∗ − x)
where ∇2 f is the Hessian of f , given by

∇2 f (t, x̃, s) :=

(t2


1

2
2
− kx̃k ) 

2t2 + 2kx̃k2

−4tx̃>

0



−4tx̃

2(t2 − kx̃k2 )I + 4x̃x̃>

0

0

0

(t2 − kx̃k2 )2 Diag(s−2 )


.


In other words, (19) is equivalent to
>

(x − x∗ )




m
2
X
2
4
(a>
i (x∗ − x))
>
I
+
x
x
(x
−
x
)
+
≤ ϑ2 ,
∗
∗
∗
>
2
2
2
2
2
2
r − kx∗ k
(r − kx∗ k )
(bi − ai x∗ )
i=1

which proves the claim, since ϑ ≤ m + 2.
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2.4.

Algorithm Description

Now that we answered the major questions surrounding an ACCP method for checking
complete positivity of a matrix, we move on to our final method. We start with a quite general analytic center cutting plane method, and then add a wrapper function that performs
the complete positivity check. The reason for making this split is that it makes our code
easy to extend when solving other copositive optimization problems for which a bound on
the norm of an optimal solution is known. We state our proposed analytic center cutting
plane method to solve (2) in Algorithm 4.
We continue the algorithm even if we cannot find the analytic center to high accuracy.
Late in the algorithm’s run, the system (13) often becomes ill-conditioned. This is to be
expected, since as Algorithm 4 progresses, the outer approximation Qk becomes smaller
and smaller. The distance from the analytic center to the linear constraints also goes to
zero, but not at the same pace for every constraint. We may arrive in a situation where
−4
for some constraints i, and of the order 10−8 for other
bi − a>
i xk is of the order 10

constraints. This causes a considerable spread in the eigenvalues of the matrix in (13).
If the analytic center is not known to acceptable accuracy, the pruning procedure in
Algorithm 3 may remove constraints that are actually very important to the definition of
Qk . One could of course still run the pruning function using the inaccurate analytic center
approximation. However, because the problems in the analytic center computation only
occur late in the algorithm’s run, pruning or not pruning with the inaccurate approximation
does not seem to have a major impact on total runtime.
Algorithm 4 is a (relatively) general analytic center cutting plane method. The problem
(1) can be solved by calling Algorithm 4 with appropriate parameters, as is done by
Algorithm 5.
2.5.

A Note on Complexity

Our aim in this paper is to propose an algorithm with good practical performance. This is
why we placed emphasis on a robust copositivity check, constraint pruning, and efficient
computation of the analytic center. However, such an algorithm does not lend itself well
to a formal complexity analysis. For instance, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the
only analysis in the literature of an analytic center cutting plane method with constraint
pruning is due to Atkinson and Vaidya (1995). Although the number of constraints in their
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Algorithm 4 Analytic Center Cutting Plane method to solve (2)
Input: Objective c ∈ Rn ; oracle function Oracle : Rn → {true} ∪ {{x ∈ Rn : a> x ≤ b} : a ∈
Rn , b ∈ R}; radius r > 0; optimality tolerance  = 10−6 .
1:

function ACCP(c, Oracle, r)

2:

Q1 ← {x ∈ Rn : kxk2 ≤ r2 }

3:

x0 ← 0

4:

k←1

5:

while the best feasible solution so far x∗ has RelativeGap(c, x∗ , Qk ) >  do

.

See Line 22
6:

xk ← AnalyticCenter(Qk , xk−1 )

7:

if AnalyticCenter terminated with a failure status then

8:
9:
10:

Check if xk ∈ int Qk . If not, throw an error.
else
Qk ← Prune(Qk , xk )

11:

end if

12:

if Oracle(xk ) returns true then

13:
14:

Qk+1 ← Qk ∩ {x ∈ Rn : c> x/kck ≤ c> xk /kck}
else

. Oracle(xk ) returns a halfspace

15:

Hk = {x ∈ Rn : a>
k x ≤ bk } is the halfspace returned by Oracle(xk )

16:

Qk+1 ← Qk ∩ {x ∈ Rn : a>
k x/kak k ≤ bk /kak k}

17:

end if

18:

k ←k+1

19:

end while

20:

return the best feasible solution found x∗

21:

end function

22:

function RelativeGap(c, x∗ , Q)

23:

l ← minx {c> x : x ∈ Q}

24:

return (c> x∗ − l)/(1 + min{|c> x∗ |, |l|})

25:

end function

algorithm is technically bounded by a polynomial of n, this bound is so large as to be
uninteresting in practice.
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Algorithm 5 A wrapper function to determine if a matrix is completely positive by solving
(1)
Input: C ∈ Sd for which we want to determine if C ∈ CP d or not.
1:

function CompletelyPositiveCut(C)

2:

c ← smat∗ (C)

3:

r←1

4:

Oracle(x) ← TestCopositive(smat(x))

5:

return smat(ACCP(c, Oracle, r))

6:

end function

The analysis that perhaps comes closest to covering our algorithm is the survey by Goffin
and Vial (2002), who find a polynomial number of iterations for an analytic center cutting
plane method with deep cuts. Their method only uses linear constraints, and does not
prune cuts. Moreover, the method of recovering a feasible solution after adding a deep cut
is different from the infeasible start Newton method we use.
Nevertheless, we compared our method numerically to Goffin and Vial’s, and found that
our method exhibits somewhat better numerical performance on our test set. In particular,
Goffin and Vial’s method struggles earlier to approximate the analytic center. Whereas
we could solve the problems in our test set up to a relative gap of 10−6 , Goffin and Vial’s
method sometimes failed to recover a point in the feasible set when the relative gap was
still of the order 10−5 . The condition number of their linear systems had become very large
at this point, explaining the inaccuracy. At this level of the relative gap, the condition
number of the system (13) in our algorithm was somewhat lower.
In short, while our method is not covered by a formal complexity analysis, we do prefer
it over other algorithms in the literature for numerical reasons.

3.
3.1.

Numerical Experiments
Extremal Matrices of the 6 × 6 Doubly Nonnegative Cone

We test Algorithm 5 on extremal matrices from the doubly nonnegative cone. Ten of such
6 × 6 matrices were proposed in (Badenbroek and de Klerk 2019, Appendix B). We run
Algorithm 5 on these matrices, and record the number of calls to TestCopositive. For
the sake of comparison, we also applied the ellipsoid method of Yudin and Nemirovski
(1976) and the volumetric center cutting plane (VCCP) method from Anstreicher (1998).
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The termination criteria for these methods is similar to that in Algorithm 4, i.e. the relative
gap can be at most 10−6 . One difference is that in the case of the ellipsoid method, the
lower bound is computed through minimization over the current ellipsoid, not over some
outer approximation Q.
One should however be careful when comparing the VCCP method with Algorithm 5
and the ellipsoid method. While Algorithm 4 maintains the intersection of a unit ball and
a polytope as an outer approximation, the VCCP method maintains a polytope. We start
the VCCP method with the hypercube [−1, 1]n as an outer approximation, which is larger
than the unit ball. This difference also means that it would be meaningless to compare the
objective value returned by the VCCP method to those returned by Algorithm 5 or the
ellipsoid method, which is why we do not report the former.
A second reason to be wary when comparing these methods is that, in our implementation, the VCCP method sometimes suffered from ill-conditioning that caused it to crash.
(The vector σ in Anstreicher (1998) is supposed to remain elementwise positive. Through
numerical errors, this vector could contain negative elements late in the VCCP method’s
run.) We have indicated instances where this occurred with an asterisk in Table 1. This
table records the final objective value for all instances for Algorithm 5 and the ellipsoid
method, as well as the number of calls to TestCopositive for all three methods.
The reason to report this number of calls is that the oracle performs the theoretically
intractable part of these methods: testing if a matrix is copositive. All other parts of the
considered methods complete in polynomial time for each oracle call. Hence, to get the best
performance for larger matrices, one would like to minimize the number of oracle calls.
As can be seen from Table 1, both Algorithm 5 and the ellipsoid method manage to find
deep cuts that separate the matrices from the completely positive cone. (The same in fact
holds for the VCCP method.) However, Algorithm 5 does this with roughly 50 times fewer
calls to the copositivity oracle than the ellipsoid method. The number of oracle calls used
by the VCCP method is of the same order of magnitude as that of Algorithm 5. However,
it appears to suffer more from numerical instabilities than Algorithm 5.
3.2.

Matrices on the Boundary of the Doubly Nonnegative Cone in Higher
Dimensions

To investigate how Algorithm 5 scales, we also generated test instances in higher dimensions. To the best of our knowledge, a complete characterization of the extremal rays of
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Table 1

Results from applying Algorithm 5, the ellipsoid method, and the VCCP method to the matrices from
(Badenbroek and de Klerk 2019, Appendix B).

Name
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal
extremal

rand
rand
rand
rand
rand
rand
rand
rand
rand
rand

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Final objective value

TestCopositive calls

Algorithm 5 Ellipsoid method

Algorithm 5 Ellipsoid method VCCP method

-0.28140
-0.72123
-0.73676
-0.54866
-0.92462
-1.42945
-1.67891
-1.24450
-1.04975
-0.68583

171
167
166
164
193
167
191
169
176
161

-0.28139
-0.72123
-0.73676
-0.54867
-0.92460
-1.42946
-1.67889
-1.24450
-1.04974
-0.68583

8560
8030
8598
7910
8546
8184
9119
8126
8318
7950

216*
306
230
189*
253*
234*
251
325
282
219*

* Did not terminate successfully due to numerical issues

the d × d doubly nonnegative cone is unknown for d > 6. (See the corollary to Theorem 3.1,
and Propositions 5.1 and 6.1 in Ycart (1982) for the extremal matrices for d ≤ 6.) Hence,
we use a semidefinite programming heuristic to find doubly nonnegative matrices in these
dimensions which are not completely positive.
The matrices used in Section 3.1 are 6 × 6 doubly nonnegative matrices C with rank
3 and the entries Ci,i+1 = 0 for all i ∈ {1, ..., 5}. This pattern of zeros can of course be
extended to higher dimensions, but the low rank criterion is not tractable in semidefinite
programming. The standard trick to find a low-rank solution – which we also adopt – is
to minimize the trace of the matrix variable, see e.g. Fazel et al. (2001) and the references
therein. To create a d × d test instance, we thus run the procedure in Algorithm 6.
The objective in Line 3 of Algorithm 6 includes two terms: the term tr C to get a lowrank solution, and the term 12 dkC − Rk to get a solution close to our random matrix R.
Without this last term, the optimal solution of the problem would be the zero matrix.
The weight 12 d was chosen because numerical experiments suggested this weight leads to
solutions with low rank, but not rank zero, for the dimensions in our test set. The solution
C ∗ computed in Line 3 by interior point methods still lies in the interior of the doubly
nonnegative cone. To project this solution to the boundary of the doubly nonnegative cone,
we run the Lines 4 to 7.
For each d ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25}, we generated ten test instances with Algorithm 6. Such an instance C is only included in the final test set if Algorithm 5
returns an X such that hC, Xi < −0.01, which was almost always the case. In those
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Algorithm 6 A heuristic procedure to generate random matrices on the boundary of the
doubly nonnegative cone
Input: Dimension d of a random matrix C ∈ Sd to generate.
1:

R0 ∈ Rd×d is a matrix whose elements are samples from a standard normal distribution

2:

R ← |R0 | + |R0 |> , where |R0 | = [|(R0 )ij |] is the element-wise absolute value

3:

Let C ∗ be an (approximately) optimal solution to
inf tr C + 21 dkC − Rk
C

subject to Ci,i+1 = 0

∀i ∈ {1, ..., d − 1}

C  0, C ≥ 0.
4:

for j ∈ {1, ..., 10} do

5:

Set all eigenvalues of C ∗ smaller than 10−6 to zero

6:

Set all elements of C ∗ smaller than 10−4 to zero

7:

end for

8:

return C ∗ /kC ∗ k

few cases where hC, Xi ≥ −0.01, a new instance was generated. Hence, we end up
with ten d × d doubly nonnegative matrices that are not completely positive, for
each d ∈ {6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 15, 20, 25}. These instances are available at https://github.com/
rileybadenbroek/CopositiveAnalyticCenter.jl/tree/master/test.
Algorithm 5 is applied to each of these instances, and the total number of calls to
TestCopositive is reported in Figure 1. (We do not report these results as in Table 1
since there are 80 instances, and running the ellipsoid method for all of them would take
too much time.) As one can see, the number of oracle calls for one of our test instances
with dimension d is roughly 7d5/3 .

4.

Conclusion and Future Research

We have proposed an analytic center cutting plane algorithm to separate a matrix from
the completely positive cone. This algorithm solves an optimization problem over the
copositive cone, where membership of the copositive cone is tested through a mixed-integer
linear program. We have emphasized stable numerical performance, which leads to an
algorithm for which we do not have a formal complexity analysis. On the other hand, the
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Oracle calls
d 7→ 7d5/3

1,500
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0
0
Figure 1
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Matrix size d

25

Number of oracle calls in Algorithm 5 for the d × d test instances generated with Algorithm 6.

numerical results are encouraging. In particular, the number of oracle calls to test matrix
copositivity grows roughly like O(d2 ) for d × d matrices. Thus one can leverage the recent
progress on testing matrix copositivity from Badenbroek and de Klerk (2019) or the similar
methods by Anstreicher (2020) and Gondzio and Yıldırım (2018). We have therefore made
some computational progress on an open problem formulated by Berman et al. (2015). It
is worthwhile to note that our algorithm can be applied to any copositive optimization
problem, as long as an upper bound on the norm of the optimal solution is known. The code
is available at https://github.com/rileybadenbroek/CopositiveAnalyticCenter.jl.
Future research could compare the copositivity test we use with other recent proposals,
such as the aforementioned Anstreicher (2020) and Gondzio and Yıldırım (2018). The
latter paper in particular shows promising performance compared to Xia et al. (2018),
which formed the basis of our copositivity test.
Moreover, following (Anstreicher et al. 2012, Theorem 3), one could use the cuts from
a method like ours to factorize a completely positive C ∈ Sd as C = BB > for some B ≥
0. Suppose we added the cuts X 7→ yk> Xyk ≥ 0, k = 1, ..., K during our algorithm’s run
to separate iterates from COP d , where yk ≥ 0 for all k (see Line 7 in Algorithm 1). If
minX {hC, Xi : yk> Xyk ≥ 0 ∀k = 1, ..., K} = 0, it follows that C must lie in the dual of the
polyhedral cone that is the intersection of these cuts. Consequently, C can be written as
P
>
C= K
k=1 uk yk yk for some uk ≥ 0, k = 1, ..., K. Finding a completely positive factorization
of C then amounts to solving a linear program. It remains to be seen if this strategy is
viable in practice.
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